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pathology that. ductulo-globular boundary.With the increasing penetration of wireless communication and networking

technology in all aspects of life, there is a need for reliable, secure and easy to use wireless communications systems. Wireless
communication systems and networks of all types and sizes require amplification of signals in all phases of communication,

from transmission to reception. Conventional radio communication systems typically employ a single base station to
communicate with wireless mobile stations, requiring that base stations are strategically placed to communicate with all areas

needing coverage. Thus, many wireless systems and devices are generally limited to small coverage areas. Consequently, it can
be difficult for a communication unit (e.g., a base station, or mobile station) to receive a signal from another communication

unit (e.g., another base station). In a wireless communication system, the signal transmitted and received by the communication
unit is the sum of many signals: the transmitted signal from the communication unit plus the signals added, mixed, modified,

attenuated, and reflected by all objects and barriers between the communication unit and the intended receiver. The
conventional communication units typically include a highly-directional antenna directed to a desired receiver (e.g., base
station), and cannot resolve multipath interference caused by reflected or diffracted signals and radiation off of objects.

Therefore, there is a need for an effective method and system of communicating in a wireless communication system. Various
methods have been used to communicate with intelligent remote devices, such as a vending machine or a thermostat. For

example, one previous method includes the steps of attaching a RFID tag to a product, storing a product number that
corresponds to the RFID tag, and interrogating the tag to determine if a product is present in the vending machine. This method
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